It has been demonstrated through simulations that the SZ phase code method of mitigating range ambiguities has a performance that exceeds any other known phase-coding scheme. This paper describes an implementation of this code on a weather radar and compares its performance with that derived from simulations. Spectral data obtained from NCAR's S-Pol radar, which had its transmitted phases coded with the SZ(8/64) switching code, are presented to illustrate the steps in this method. It is shown that fully coherent transmitters, such as that used in the U.S.'s WSR-88D weather radars of the National Weather Service, have a system phase stability that takes full advantage of the unique properties of the SZ-coding method. The performance of this coding technique is evaluated by implementing it on a research WSR-88D weather radar. Results verify the dramatic increase in the area of reliable velocities compared to that provided by techniques presently employed in the operations. The performance of the SZ algorithm to retrieve weak signals overlaid by stronger signals is evaluated in the spectral domain by comparing a subjective analysis of the data field where the two overlaid echo spectra can be visually separated and mean Doppler velocities calculated.
Introduction
Weather radars can sense a variety of meteorological phenomena ranging from the spectacular but nonviolent ones, such as large-amplitude solitary waves (Doviak et al. 1991) , to devastating tornadoes. The dynamic range of echo power from these weather phenomena can exceed 100 dB, and velocity changes within the radar's resolution volume (i.e., with cross-beam dimensions ranging from a couple of hundred meters at 10-km ranges, to a few kilometers at the typical maximum operating range of 230 km) can exceed 200 m s Ϫ1 . Because of the relatively broad distribution of velocities in storms, and the widespread distribution of rain showers, weather radars are plagued with velocity ambiguities and echoes returned after a subsequent pulse is transmitted (i.e., range ambiguous echoes). Echoes from storms outside the unambiguous range interval (i.e., the first trip) are particularly troublesome if they overlay the first trip echoes.
High velocities in convective events become aliased if the radar pulse repetition time (PRT) is made low enough to eliminate range ambiguities. These aliased velocities are a significant problem for automated algorithms used to detect and identify features of interest in the data. Finding a solution to the problem of rangevelocity ambiguity has a high priority because ambiguities limit the inherent capability of the Doppler weather radar. For example, in the present operation of the WSR-88D radar, Doppler velocities for overlaid signals of roughly the same power (i.e., within 5 dB of one another) are not retrievable, and the spectrum width estimates could be severely in error if the powers are within 20 dB of one another. Furthermore, both the Doppler velocity and spectrum width estimates of the VOLUME 
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weaker weather signal are not recoverable if overlaid with a stronger one. Nevertheless, the spectral moments of the stronger signal are computed and presented at the correct range location if its power is sufficiently stronger than the weaker signal (i.e., at least 5 dB for Doppler velocity and 20 dB for spectrum width estimates). The relative strengths of the out-of-trip signals are calculated from reflectivity data collected on unambiguous long PRT scans. Sachidananda et al. (1997) have simulated and analyzed various methods (e.g., spectral decomposition, random phase, etc.) whereby overlaid echoes are separated and their corresponding spectral moments are retrieved. Although the methods examined deal with the separation of overlaid signals, velocity ambiguities can also be mitigated because higher pulse repetition frequency (PRF) operation can be sustained if overlaid echoes can be separated; higher PRFs decrease the occurrence of velocity ambiguities. In one of the methods analyzed, the phases of the transmitted pulses are modulated with systematic switching codes [i.e., the SZ(n/M) switching codes].
Another system of systematic codes, the SZ(n/M) modulation codes, derived by Sachidananda and Zrnić (1999) from a phase code developed by Chu (1972) , have the interesting property of zero cyclic autocorrelation for all lags except zero (i.e., the whitening property). But if M, the number of samples in the coded analyzed time series is divisible by a number n, M/n coefficients of the code spectrum are nonzero, and echoes modulated with this code generate M/n equally spaced spectral replicas. That is, the signal samples multiplied (modulated) by the SZ(n/M) modulation code, generate a spectrum that is the convolution of the code spectrum with the uncoded signal spectra. If there are eight lines in the code spectrum, the modulated signal spectrum will contain, in general, eight overlapping replicas of the original spectrum. The modulation codes are sought to be imposed on the out-of-trip signals, and these codes are derived from the time shifted (shifted by an integer of the PRT) switching codes of the outof-trip signals.
A fundamental property of the SZ codes, to extract the mean Doppler velocity of a weak signal w i (subscript i specifies sample number) overlaid with a stronger one s i , is their capability to separate, as illustrated in section 2a, overlaid signal spectra. If the uncoded spectra overlap, it can be extremely difficult to resolve each spectrum and to obtain reliable velocity estimates. If the SZ modulation code is imposed on the out-of-trip weaker signal, it generates replicas of the weaker spectrum W k (typically four or eight uniformly spaced across the unambiguous velocity interval 2 a ) while not altering the spectrum S k of the uncoded stronger signal from a different trip (k is a spectral index).
If the spectrum width of S k is much less than 2 a , all or at least most of its power can be filtered (e.g., with a spectral notch filter) while leaving more than one of the replicas of the overlaid weaker signal. Except for the mean Doppler velocity, all other moments can be calculated from the magnitude of one of the spectral replicas. To calculate the mean Doppler velocity requires retrieving the location of the original spectrum, which in turn requires the phase information contained in at least two of the spectral replicas. If all of the uncoded spectral coefficients were confined to (n/ M)2 a , (and M is divisible by n) only one coefficient of the second replica would be needed to obtain the required phase information. The phase difference between like spectral coefficients (i.e., those spaced M/n coefficients apart) in the replicated spectra determine the location of the original spectrum; this is the basis of the substitution method, described in section 2c to reconstruct the original signal spectrum W k from two or more of the replicated spectra that remain after notch filtering (Frush 1999) .
Using computer simulations, Sachidananda et al. (1997) compared the performance of the SZ systematic phase codes with other methods presently used or reported in the literature (e.g., Doviak and Zrnić 1993, section 7.4 .1) and demonstrated that the SZ code has the best performance in retrieving the Doppler velocities of two overlaid echo streams. These early comparisons were made under ideal conditions (i.e., no receiver noise, no window effect, no phase error, etc.). Because the SZ code appeared to be the best of the lot, it was selected for intensive examination using a more realistic simulation, which compared the SZ signal separation method with the random phase method used in some radars. The random phase method was, at first, introduced to reduce ground clutter contamination of secondtrip weather echoes (Zrnić 1979) . It was then proposed as a method for separating overlaid echoes (Laird 1981; Siggia 1983) . Computer simulations show that the SZ code performs better than the random phase method (Sachidananda and Zrnić 1999) . For example, the volume of velocity recovery (i.e., the region spanned by the spectrum widths s , w , and the power ratio p s /p w of the stronger and weaker signals) in which velocities are estimated with acceptable accuracy is, for the SZ(8/ 64) code, larger than it would be if a random phase code is used; more significant is the fact that the rms velocity errors are reduced by a factor of two over most of the recovery volume.
The better performance of the SZ code can be attributed to the fundamental difference in the concept of the two approaches. The random phase method attempts to whiten the weaker signal, whereas the systematic phase codes generate spectral replicas of W k in the spectral region where the spectrum S k (when cohered; i.e., uncoded) does not have significant power. In the case of the random phase method, filtering the unwhitened stronger signal will always perturb the weaker signal spectrum because it is uniformly spread across 2 a . Whenever portions of the weaker signal are removed, a self-noise is generated (Zrnić and Mahapatra 1985) , and this increases the uncertainty in the estimates of spectral moments. On the other hand, in the SZ method, one or more of the replicas of W k is far removed from S k (i.e., on the circle of unambiguous velocities 2 a it is opposite S k ), and these replicas are minimally perturbed by the filter. It is these unperturbed spectra that can be used to better estimate the weaker signal's spectral moments. But if the spectral replicas are broad and thus overlap one another, and some are then filtered, the combination of filtering and spectral overlap conspire to generate self-noise.
Whereas simulations typically model the radar and code performance assuming Gaussian shape spectra, actual data may contain a mixture of weather signals and echoes from terrain, birds, aircraft, etc. This can cause the modeled spectra to depart significantly from the simple ones used in the simulations. Gaussian-shaped spectra have a relatively fast decrease in spectral power density for relatively small shifts from its peak. For example, a spectrum with a width of 2 m s Ϫ1 (typical for widespread stratiform weather) has its spectral power density reduced by more than 50 dB from its peak at points farther than 5 m s Ϫ1 from the spectral peak. Rarely is this seen in actual weather spectra.
Furthermore, phase noise generated by the radar transmitter can limit the signal separation performance of the SZ code (Sachidananda and Zrnić 1999) by reducing the spectral dynamic range (i.e., the weak signal spectrum can be above the receiver noise floor but below the noise floor produced by phase noise in the transmitted pulse). Thus, radar system phase noise needs to be evaluated to determine the expected performance of the SZ signal separation algorithms.
Recorded time series data from Doppler weather radars allows implementation of the various signal separation algorithms on general purpose computers to compare performance using real data. Test-bed or research radars are more suited to acquiring this coded data than operational ones, which usually cannot be interrupted for research data acquisition. Thus, NOAA's research and development WSR-88D, and NCAR's SPol radar were selected for modification to record phasecoded time series data to illustrate and evaluate the performance of the SZ coding techniques. Time series data were collected on special purpose data acquisition recorders for purposes of testing new processing techniques, as well as for diagnosing radar problems (Gagnon et al. 1995) .
In section 2 an overview of the SZ phase-coding technique is presented. Data of ground clutter having small spectrum width are used to illustrate the SZ theory for the case in which the wanted spectrum, normally obscured by a strong overlaid spectrum, is clearly resolved by eye. This case is then supplemented with weather spectra for which spectrum widths are normally large and it is not clear to the observer that echo spectra can be separated. Section 3 presents an analysis of the phase stability of the R&D WSR-88D, and section 4 presents data collected with this radar in which echoes from a distant squall line are overlaid with those from nearby clear air scatterers. A quantitative analysis of a subset of the data field, presented in section 5, demonstrates the accuracy of this coding technique. Conclusions and recommendations for future studies are presented in section 6.
The theory of the SZ phase-coding technique
This section demonstrates how the SZ phase code separates overlaid echoes, and how algorithms retrieve the spectral moments of the weaker of two overlaid signals. A mathematical outline of the steps used in the simulation described by Sachidananda and Zrnić (1999) is now presented.
Define the complex time series of the weaker signal by w i and that of the strong one by s i . Assume that one is from the first trip and the other from the second trip. The Doppler radar receiver is linear so that the combined signal is the linear sum of the two. Because the transmitted pulses are phase modulated with the SZ(n/M) switching code, the signals w i and s i will be phase modulated. But the phase modulation is different because w i and s i , which are received simultaneously from different trips, will have switching codes shifted by a PRT. Only one of the overlaid signals can be demodulated or decoded; the other will have imposed on it a modulation code, different from the switching code. Therefore, assume s i is cohered (i.e., decoded), so that w i has the SZ(n/M) modulation code c k imposed on it. The switching code is specifically designed so that the out-of-trip signals are coded with the SZ(n/M) modulation code after the in-trip signals is decoded. Thus, the spectrum of the combined signal is
where F is the Fourier transform, C k , W k , and S k are the spectra associated with the sequences c i , w i , and s i , and ૽ denotes the convolution operation. A processing notch filter (PNF, e.g., one that zeroes all spectral coefficients within the notch, but leaves all others unaltered) F k is applied in the spectral domain to remove the strong signal S k . Assume that all the spectral coefficients of S k are removed by the filter. Therefore, the filtered spectrum is
which is transformed to the time domain by the inverse Fourier transform F Ϫ1 to generate the time series
where f i is the time domain equivalent of the frequency domain PNF. This time series is then multiplied by c* i
to cohere the filtered time series where the * denotes the complex conjugation. One could have arrived at Eq. (2.4) by convolving the filtered and coded spectrum VOLUME 19
1. An illustration of the SZ(8/64) switching and modulation codes. The lines give the angles that represent the phases of the switching code. The arcs show the phase difference between pulses; these differences form the phases of the modulation code.
F k (C k ૽W k ) with the conjugated code spectrum , and C* Ϫk then taken the inverse Fourier transform to return to the time domain to perform the covariance calculations to estimate spectral moments. Both approaches produce identical results.
The filter f i alters the time series c i w i causing sidebands to appear in the decoded spectrum
(2.5) These sidebands are evident in Fig. 4 (this figure is discussed in more detail in the following subsection 2a), which shows the power spectrum of the time series ( f i ૽c i w i ). The main band of spectral coefficients is c* i where W k was located (i.e., about zero frequency). The sidebands exist because the decoding (i.e., the convolution with ) is performed on the filtered coded spec-C* Ϫk trum, F k (C k ૽W k ) and not on the coded spectrum itself. If the coded spectrum C k ૽W k could be recovered from F k (C k ૽W k ), the original complex spectrum, without sidebands, would be exactly reconstructed, and all the spectral moments could be obtained with no increase in errors. Such a procedure is at the root of the substitution method (section 2c). Exact reconstruction of the original spectrum W k is possible if W k is fully contained within two contiguous lines of the code's spectrum (Sachidananda and Zrnić 1999).
a. Illustrating the SZ phase coding method on the 10-cm S-Pol radar
In the SZ-coding technique, pulses of microwaves are transmitted with prescribed switching phase shifts. The SZ switching code systematically modulates the phase of the transmitted microwaves. Upon reception and subsequent decoding (i.e., removing the imposed phase shifts of the code) of the selected trip echoes, the phases of echoes not decoded from the adjacent out-of-trip region have a superimposed phase sequence given by the SZ modulation code. The sequence of transmitted phase shifts for the SZ(8/64) switching code is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this figure, the phase of each of the 32 transmitted pulses is given by the position of the lines in the polar diagrams. The SZ(8/64) switching code repeats after 32 pulses are transmitted. The marked arcs indicate the change of phase (i.e., modulation code) from pulse to pulse. Note that each group of eight transmitted pulses is shifted by Ϫ90Њ from the previous group, and that the modulation code repeats every eight pulses.
The SZ(8/64) code (and many other candidate SZ codes) uses relatively few angles. For the SZ(8/64) switching code, 16 evenly spaced angles are used (Fig.  1) . A 6-bit phase shifter, capable of 64 discrete evenly spaced angles was installed into S-Pol and tested. To evaluate S-Pol's phase stability with this phase shifter integrated into the system, complex time series data were recorded, while the radar beam was pointed at stationary scatterers, and the data were analyzed offline. Although fixed errors were found, repeatability was 0.5Њ rms; this is the random phase error. Fixed errors were eliminated by creating a calibration matrix, which contains the measured phase shift produced by the phase shifter for every commanded phase shift, and comparing repeated looks at the target while using the calibration matrix to decode the signal. This calibration matrix was verified by observing the performance of the cohering algorithm on a variety of ground scatterers, and by noticing that the cohered phases of echoes from the stationary scatterers remained tightly clustered about fixed values as described in the following paragraphs. Although the calibration matrix provides correct decoded spectra, the modulation code is not exactly the SZ modulation code. This limits the code's performance to separate spectra on the S-Pol radar. Nevertheless, code performance was sufficiently satisfactory to illustrate the method.
The sequence of phase shifts of first-trip echoes from a stationary object (e.g., building, or tower, etc.) illuminated by S-Pol transmissions, modulated with the SZ(8/64) switching code is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The phases of the samples of the complex signal with inphase ''I'' and quadrature ''Q'' components are determined by the angle between a line, drawn from the origin to any point (I, Q), and the ''I'' axis. The term ''echo'' is used to denote a signal sample or vector, and a series of signal samples (these could be overlaid echoes from range ambiguous locations) are called ''echoes'' or ''signal.'' Each signal sample in this figure is from a particular stationary object; only the location of the tip of the vector is representative of the echo; the lines connecting the tips are added to make it easier to see the vector location and the sequence of phase changes from sample to sample. The phase sequence of the echoes presented in this figure are close to the theoretical phase shifts of the SZ(8/64) phase code shown in Fig.  1 ; differences are due to fixed errors in the phase-shifter settings.
If the phases of echoes backscattered from the stationary object are decoded (or demodulated) to remove the transmitted phase modulation (including any fixed phase shifter errors), all the vectors would have the same phase, and the vector sum of echo samples is said to add coherently. Receiver noise, phase, and amplitude jitter of the transmitted pulse, and refractive index changes along the propagation path will add unwanted phase and amplitude fluctuations to the echo to decrease the coherency of the vector sum. The dot in Fig. 2 is the location of the vectors after decoding the echo phase. Since the SZ(8/64) switching code has 16 different angles ( Fig. 1 ), each point is visited twice in the 32-sample sequence. Because the switching code repeats after 32 samples, only 32 samples of a 64-sample sequence are displayed. The amount of scatter (i.e., the width of the dot) is a measure of the phase jitter of the S-Pol radar, which shows that system phase errors are sufficiently small (0.5Њ rms) to allow excellent cohering of the phase-coded signals, a necessary step in the SZ algorithm to separate overlaid echoes. The fact that this ''dot'' is approximately circular indicates that noise in the I, Q samples is nearly equal in magnitude.
If the echoes were from a moving scatterer, and the phase sequences were not demodulated, the received echoes would be modulated not only by the switching code, but also by the phase shifts associated with the moving scatterer. But upon reception, the echo phase sequence can be decoded to cohere the echoes, and the sequence of cohered echo samples would shift around the circle at a rate determined by the velocity of the moving scatterer.
A shifted code (c i shifted by one PRT) is needed to cohere second trip echoes. If the second trip signal is decoded, the first trip signal would be modulated by the SZ modulation code; this will generate spectral replicas of the first trip signal as seen by the upper trace in Fig.  3 . Because second-or higher-order trip echoes in this example either are not present or are much weaker than the echoes from the first trip stationary scatterer, only the spectral replicas of the first trip echoes are evident. The frequency scale in Fig. 3 counts the 64 spectral coefficients derived from a 64-sample time series. A value of 32 on this abscissa corresponds to a value of about 23 m s Ϫ1 for the Doppler velocity. The lower trace depicts the Doppler spectrum of the decoded first trip echoes after i) adaptive filtering to remove supposed overlaid echoes and ii) application of a deconvolution method to reconstruct the first trip spectrum from the filtered data. This process is discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.
To illustrate the echo separation procedure of the SZ VOLUME 19 code, let's assume, for clarity, that the spectral replicas in Fig. 3 are the spectrum W k of weak first trip echoes w i , and imagine that stronger second trip echoes s i are to be filtered (even though the second trip echoes are not evident). Thus, by cohering the second trip signal, the first trip spectrum W k is replicated eight times [for the SZ(8/64) code] as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The peaks of the spectral replicas are 9 dB below the peak of the uncoded spectrum because the power is now spread into eight spectral replicas.
Filtering S k will remove some of the replicas of W k . For example, a PNF centered on the imagined S k would strongly attenuate s i . A PNF that has a fixed width 3/4 of the normalized unambiguous velocity interval is easy to implement and preserves two of the required spectral replicas while eliminating most all of S k . The two remaining spectra, which have both magnitude and phase components, are replicas only in magnitude; their respective phases are different and it is this phase difference that is required to determine where the original spectrum W k was located. An improved filtering method would adaptively determine the optimal PNF width based on the estimated spectrum width of the stronger signal. If the strong signal is narrow, the PNF could be set to filter fewer of the spectral replicas so that more of the weaker signal's phase information is retained. When W k is broad, this would reduce the self-noise and provide a better velocity estimate than would be obtained if more of the weaker signal power were filtered by a fixed 3/4 PNF notch. If a 3/4 PNF is applied, the weaker signal is attenuated by 6 dB because threefourths of its spectral power is removed; this attenuation needs to be accounted for in order to obtain a correct power estimate for w i .
In this example there are 64 spectral coefficients, and it is assumed that a 3/4 PNF is centered on spectral coefficient ϩ16 where the peak of S k is imagined to be located. Thus the 16 spectral coefficients remaining (i.e., 1/4 ϫ 64) after notch filtering are spectral coefficients with numbers between Ϫ8 and Ϫ23. The PNF zeroes all coefficients starting from spectral coefficient Ϫ8 on the left and extending to the right and around the circle of unambiguous velocities arriving at coefficient number Ϫ24, leaving unaltered the ones that lie between Ϫ8 and Ϫ23. The remaining two spectral replicas (between Ϫ23 and Ϫ8 in Fig. 3 ) are then used to reconstruct W k .
The reconstruction of W k can be done by first taking the inverse transform of the remaining spectral coefficients to generate a time series [i.e., Eq. (2.3)]. Then, phase corrections are applied to cohere the time series of the filtered weaker signal [i.e., Eq. (2.4)]; the resulting spectrum, given by Eq. (2.5), for this cohered signal is plotted in Fig. 4 (upper trace). The spectrum in Fig. 4 could also have been obtained by convolving the two spectral replicas, which remain after the filtering process, with the conjugate of the code spectrum [i.e., the right side of Eq. (2.5)]. Although the weaker spectrum has been reconstructed at its original location (at zero velocity), there also are spectral sidebands having significant power. These sidebands (there are three on each side of the main band of spectral components) are present because the PNF has removed 3/4 of the spectral replicas and only two spectral replicas remain to reconstruct the original complex spectrum W k . If the width w of W k is small compared to 2 a , and SNR is large, the original complex spectrum can be reconstructed by invoking further processing as described in sections 2b and 2c.
Nevertheless, because the sidebands are symmetrically distributed about the restored spectrum and are highly correlated, they do not affect the autocovariance estimate of mean Doppler velocity. Examination of Fig.  4 suggests that the sideband spectra are nearly identical down to the 15-dB level below the peak. Sidebands would be perfectly correlated (i.e., except for constant differences in amplitude and phase the sidebands would be replicas of W k ) if the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) were infinitely large, if any strong overlaid echo power s i were completely eliminated, and if the spectrum W k was entirely contained within one-eighth of the unambiguous velocity interval [for the SZ(8/64) code]; that is, if there is no overlap of the W k replicas in the coded spectrum.
Simulations demonstrate that the variance of the velocity estimates is not affected by the correlated sidebands if there is no overlap of the sidebands (Sachidananda et al. 1998, section 2.2). Thus, the mean Doppler velocity, associated with the weaker signal, can be well estimated from the covariance argument of the cohered and filtered signal (i.e., the inverse Fourier transform of the upper trace in Fig. 4 ). On the other hand, the spectrum width estimates are biased. In order to obtain unbiased spectrum width estimates, sidebands must be removed, or the power contained in them must be transferred to the main band spectrum. Currently two strategies have been applied: magnitude deconvolution (Sachidananda and Zrnić 1999 ) and a substitution method (Frush 1999) . The magnitude deconvolution method, illustrated in the following section, has been thoroughly investigated using simulation techniques, and is exclusively utilized in the results presented in this report. The substitution method is briefly described in section 2c.
b. Spectral reconstruction using magnitude deconvolution
The original complex spectrum W k cannot be reconstructed using a complex deconvolution procedure because the associated matrix is singular. Nevertheless, the magnitude spectrum can be recovered by deconvolution in the magnitude domain (Sachidananda and Zrnić 1999) . Not having complex spectra is of no consequence because spectral moments require only the magnitude, or power, spectrum.
The magnitude spectrum of the ground clutter signal, reconstructed using the magnitude deconvolution process on the replicated and filtered spectrum, is given by the lower trace in Fig. 4 . Note that the sideband power has been cohered into the main spectrum and that the spectral shape is faithfully reproduced. If W k had all its spectral power within the spacing between two contiguous lines of the code spectrum (i.e., M/n spectral indices apart), and if noise was not present, the reconstructed spectrum would be identical to the original W k (Sachidananda and Zrnić 1999) . Assuming the reconstructed W k (the lower trace in Fig. 4 ) has all its power restored by adding 6 dB (to correct for the 6-dB power loss due to the PNF), the upper trace should be 15 dB lower than shown (i.e., 9 dB due to the spread of power into eight replicas, and six more dB due to the loss of power after applying the PNF). The two spectra are overlaid to show how well the reconstructed spectrum agrees with the original spectrum to levels larger than 20 dB below the spectral peak. Sachidananda et al. (1998, Figs. 2.9a, b) show that the variance in spectrum width estimates, derived after deconvolution has been applied, can be significantly larger (as much as three times for spectrum width larger than 4 m s Ϫ1 ) than if spectrum width was estimated directly from the original sample sequence w i in absence of overlaid echoes. Furthermore, from simulation studies, it was also deduced that the variances of mean velocities, estimated from signals reconstructed by the deconvolution process, have larger variance when replicated spectra overlap. Overlapping spectral replicas cause sidebands to be asymmetric, and spectral reconstruction via magnitude deconvolution becomes increasingly erroneous.
c. Spectral reconstruction using a substitution method
An alternative technique, a substitution method, can be used to reconstruct the weaker complex signal spectrum with very good replication of the original spectrum (Frush 1999) . The principal motivation to seek an alternative to magnitude deconvolution is to possibly improve computational efficiency, and to retrieve spectral phase information.
In this approach, reconstructed replicas, with appropriate phases calculated from the spectral replicas that remain after filtering, are substituted into the notch. Because the spectral replicas are generated by a convolution of the complex code spectra (composed of M/n uniformly spaced lines, each with a particular phase) with the original complex spectrum, the code adds a constant phase, a different constant for each of the spectral replicas, to the random phases of the spectral lines in a band of M/n coefficients. For weather signals, the phases of spectral coefficients in the spectra of W k (or S k ) are uncorrelated and uniformly distributed across 2 (Zrnić 1980) . Except for the added code phase, the same random phases are present in each of the spectral replicas if they do not overlap. Thus the phase difference between two lines of the code spectrum can be estimated by averaging the differences of phases in spectral coefficients spaced M/n indices apart for any pair of the replicas remaining after filtering.
The estimate of the constant phase difference, between a remaining pair of the replicas, determines the sequence of phase constants (uniquely known for the code) for the other missing replicas. This phase difference is used to calculate the phase that needs to be added to the reconstructed replicas. After all of the spectral replicas are reconstructed with an estimate of their respective phases, they are subjected to an inverse FFT operation to retrieve an estimate of the unfiltered but coded signal. This reconstructed signal is then decoded and moment estimates can be made using pulse pair techniques. Furthermore, the original complex spectrum can be retrieved by applying the FFT operation. Because 
Tests of the phase stability of fully coherent Doppler radars
The upper limit of power ratio p s /p w , (where p s and p w are the powers of the stronger and weaker overlaid echos), for which reasonably accurate estimates of the Doppler velocity of the weaker signal can be retrieved, is set by the window weighting function and the level of phase noise or jitter in the signal (e.g., the dot in Fig.  2 ). If there is no phase noise and a von Hann weighting function is used, the limit of retrieval would be about 90 dB due to the von Hann spectral window sidelobes for spectra of widths less than about 4 m s Ϫ1 . This 90-dB limit is about the level of residual power that remains after filtering (i.e., the residual is about 90 dB below the spectral power before filtering; Sachidananda and Zrnić 1999) . But if there is an rms system phase noise of about 0.2Њ rms, this limit lowers to about 60 dB (op. cit). Thus, the phase noise can easily impose limits on the ratio p s /p w to which velocities can be retrieved from overlaid signals. Therefore, the system (i.e., transmitter, phase shifter, etc.) phase noise of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) R&D WSR-88D has been measured.
a. Evaluation of noise produced in the phase shifter
and associated circuits Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the setup used to measure the phase noise in the R&D WSR-88D trans-1 Comparisons of the two methods using simulated data were made by Dr. M. Sachidananda after this paper was completed. The result of this comparison shows no significant difference in the standard error of estimated velocities, and computational time is about equal. mitter chain. In this setup, the pulse modulator was bypassed and, for ease of implementation, a continuous wave (CW) test signal was sampled by all gates. The radio frequency drive output is inserted directly into the first mixer of the receiver. The klystron amplifier is bypassed and thus its contribution to phase errors is not determined; measurement of phase jitter for the entire system is presented in the next section. The setup in Fig. 5 only evaluates errors introduced by the receiver, the phase shifter, and other components in the figure.
The magnitudes of fixed errors in the phase settings were reported by Frush (1997) . Best tests were made with the input CW test signal attenuated to produce a receiver output with about a 50-dB SNR. At higher test signal inputs, extra attenuation is automatically (but possibly in error), inserted by the automated gain control circuits. Limiting the SNR to 50-dB limits phase measurement precision (i.e., the digitized received test signal can still contain enough receiver noise to limit the measurement of phase noise). Nevertheless, an approximate upper limit to the precision of the phase shifter's settings can be calculated by assuming the 50-dB SNR is due to noise induced by jitter in the phase shifter's settings as well as noise added by all the other circuits.
The presence of jitter causes fluctuations in amplitude and phase, which creates a distribution of the complex I, Q signal samples about a fixed mean similar to that seen in Fig. 2 (i. e., the dot). Phase noise alone causes a distribution that looks like an arc. Our tests showed a random distribution across a circular area centered on the fixed coordinates of the test signal implying random amplitude and phase noise; such a distribution is likely caused by receiver noise.
Accepting that the width of the phase fluctuations is an upper bound on the phase noise introduced by the shifter and its associated circuits, a conservative upper limit on the shifter's phase noise can be set. In this case a noise voltage 50 dB below the signal has a normalized rms value of about 3 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 units, in noise voltage relative to full scale. Using the small angle approximation, this noise voltage corresponds to an rms phase fluctuation of 0.2Њ. Since this limit is likely due to receiver noise, the phase shifter and associated circuits in Fig. 5 must have an rms phase error less than 0.2Њ. Systematic fixed errors were also small, with very few measured phases differing by more than 1Њ from that programmed into the phase shifter.
b. System phase stability tests
The phase stability of the entire radar system was tested while its beam scanned slowly past a stationary ground scatterer. Hardware and software configurations did not allow data acquisition when the antenna was stopped. Nevertheless, the slow scan allowed a sufficiently large number of statistically independent samples to be collected in order to accurately estimate the system phase noise. This includes the phase noise of FIG. 6 . Doppler spectrum of echoes (transmitted pulses were not phase coded) from a strongly reflecting tower. There are 512 spectral coefficients.
the klystron amplifier and other microwave components, as well as movements of the scatterer, and any phase fluctuations generated by changes of the refractive index along the path of propagation.
A spectral analysis of 4 s of recorded data showed that the noise floor of the spectrum was about 75 dB below the spectral peak of the ground clutter (Fig. 6) . Again assuming this noise floor is due to the phase jitter in the radar system, an upper limit on the phase stability of the entire system, including the transmitting chain, can be calculated. The ground clutter spectrum was fitted with a Gaussian function, and a Doppler spectrum width (i.e., the square root of the second moment) was calculated to be about 1.42 Hz. This corresponds to an rms velocity of 0.07 m s Ϫ1 for the 10-cm wavelengths used by this radar.
Using the 1.42-Hz value computed for the spectrum width, and the unambiguous frequency interval of 1000 Hz, a SNR of 35 dB was calculated. Using Eq. (7.27) of Doviak and Zrnić (1993) , the phase jitter of the transmitter and ground scatterer was estimated to have an rms value somewhat less than 1Њ. But, as before, the noise floor could have been due to receiver noise and not phase jitter of the transmitter. Furthermore, phase fluctuations in ground clutter is correlated from sample to sample and thus should not be part of the phase noise budget. Thus the uncorrelated system phase noise must be considerably less than 1Њ. This is more than adequate to separate overlaid spectra using the SZ codes.
In conclusion, the phase shifters used in the network of the National Weather Services's operational weather radars are suitable to modulate the transmitter phase with the SZ codes. Moreover, the phase stability of the entire transmitter and receiver chain is adequate to benefit from implementation of the SZ code.
Illustration of the SZ code on observed weather echoes
On 2 May 1997 at about 0412 UTC echoes from a squall line and its trailing stratiform region, located in the second trip, were combining with echoes from the fair weather boundary layer in the first trip. Figure 7 was obtained from long PRT data (unambiguous range is about 450 km) to illustrate how the reflectivity field was distributed before it was aliased. Aliasing occurs about the unambiguous range of 150 km if pulses, either coded or uncoded, are transmitted with short (near 1 ms) PRTs to obtain velocity estimates. For the tests described here, the coded and uncoded data were obtained in alternate volume scans spaced 6 min apart. The aliasing of reflectivity fields at intervals of 150 km can create overlaid echoes that scramble the velocity estimates for scatterers in each of the multiple trip intervals. When this occurs, it is impossible to reliably retrieve most of the velocities if the radar is operating in an uncoded mode.
The data presented in this section were acquired with the R&D WSR-88D in which the transmitted signals were phase coded for selected volume scans. Time series data of in phase (I) and quadrature phase (Q) echo samples were recorded. At the lowest elevation scan, clear air reflectivity extended to ranges in excess of 100 km (Fig. 7) , and the nearest range to the squall line at 0410 UTC was about 160 km. Spectra for the echoes from both trips were much broader than those for ground clutter (Fig. 4) . This makes it difficult to visually distinguish the eight spectral replicas because they overlap one another. The examples to be presented in this section illustrate some of the practical problems that are encountered when the SZ decoding algorithm is applied to real data.
a. Spectral overview of overlaid weather echoes
Figure 8 presents a spectrum for which both first and second trip weather echoes had relatively broad spectra and were overlaid. The signals came from scatterers at ranges of approximately 59 and 210 km. At the middle of the time series, the radar beam was at 0.66Њ elevation and 322.69Њ azimuth. The echo samples used to form this spectrum were weighted with a von Hann weighting function and were not phase coded. In this case the weighting function does not have much impact because the two spectra are similar in amplitude, and are relatively broad.
The portion of the spectrum on the left between the spectral indices Ϫ12 to Ϫ30 (on the ''frequency'' scale) is for echoes from a resolution volume in the fair weather boundary layer (i.e., first trip). The identification of this cluster of peaks as first trip echoes is possible only after examining the coded data (to be discussed shortly). The spectrum for echoes from the second trip squall line is associated with the cluster of peaks lying on the right, FIG. 7 . Reflectivity field at 0410 UTC 2 May 1997 recorded by the WSR-88D processor during a 0.5Њ elevation scan using long PRT of 3 ms. Displayed data is limited to 230 km, which matches the extent of available velocity data.
FIG. 8. Overlaid first and second trip weather spectra for echoes associated with noncoded transmissions. The spectrum of trip-1 echoes is on the left and that of trip-2 echoes is around the spectral coefficient 14. There are 64 spectral coefficients, and the spectral coefficient ''frequency'' scale needs to be multiplied by 56/64 to obtain velocity in m s Ϫ1 .
FIG. 9. Spectra from coded data at approximately the same location as in Fig. 8 but acquired 6 min earlier. Echoes for the upper trace had been decoded for trip-1, but trip-2 power is not filtered. For the lower trace, trip-2 power is filtered with a 1/2 PNF, after which the filtered data is recohered for trip 1 and the deconvolution algorithm is applied to remove sidebands. approximately between spectral indices Ϫ3 and ϩ25. The widths of these two spectra are estimated to be about 1.5 m s Ϫ1 and 4 m s Ϫ1 , respectively. The value for trip 2 is close to the median spectrum width found in severe storms (Doviak and Zrnić 1993, Fig. 10.11) , and hence the data shown in Fig. 8 is typical of what would be found for overlaid echoes from stormy weather. The large spectrum width tail in the trip-1 clear air spectrum is likely caused by birds flying in random directions.
The resolution volumes for data shown in Fig. 8 are in two locations: the trip-1 region where the clear air reflectivity is about 20 dBZ (Fig. 7) , and the stronger 30 dBZ reflectivity area of the trip-2 squall line. The clear air reflectivity factor is distinctively high, and it likely is associated with echoes from insects and/or birds. Although the reflectivity of the squall line was larger than that for the first trip clear air, the squall line's more distant range causes its corresponding echo power to be about the same as that from the first trip clear air region. Under these conditions, the WSR-88D processors cannot reliably estimate velocities. Figure 9 presents spectra from the same resolution volumes, but for observations made 6 min earlier when the transmitter was phase modulated with the SZ(8/64) switching code. The scatterers within the trip-1 and trip-2 resolution volumes at this time are not the same as FIG. 10 . As in Fig. 9 but the upper trace is the spectrum of overlaid echoes when echo phases are decoded to retrieve the second trip spectrum, and thus the first trip spectrum is replicated eight times. The lower trace is the spectrum that results from processing to remove the first trip echoes and to reconstruct the second trip spectrum.
those that produced the spectrum in Fig. 8 . That is, scatterers seen in the resolution volumes at the earlier time would have advected several kilometers (i.e., calculated from estimated wind speeds and the 6-min time interval). But these data, especially those from trip 1, were collected in regions of relatively weakly varying reflectivity (Fig. 7) and velocity. Although the detailed structure of the spectra could change considerably, partly because of statistical fluctuations and partly because of different distributions of scatterers and their velocities within the two resolution volumes, significant change in the relative powers and the location of the first and second trip spectra were not expected. Note, however, there is a 10-dB change in trip-1 power, probably due to the inhomogeneity in the clear air reflectivity, an inhomogeneity also seen in Fig. 7 .
The upper trace in Fig. 9 shows a spectrum for which the phases of the first trip echoes are decoded. Upon cohering the first trip echoes, the second trip echoes are phase coded with the SZ modulation code, which produces eight spectral replicas. These replicas blend together because their widths are large. The lower trace is the spectrum after processing the signals. The steps in the processing are 1) the samples are weighted by the von Hann function, 2) the echoes are phase corrected (decoded) to cohere the second trip, 3) the second trip spectrum is notch filtered with a (1/2 PFN, 4) the spectral coefficients remaining after the notch filtering (these should contain principally power from the first trip echoes) are transformed to the time domain, 5) this filtered time series is phase corrected to cohere the first trip echoes, 6) the cohered time series is transformed to the spectral domain to construct the first trip spectrum, and 7) the magnitude deconvolution procedure is applied to the spectrum to remove the sidebands caused by the notch filter. These steps lead to the spectrum described by the lower trace in Fig. 9 . This procedure contains the essential elements of the SZ algorithms described by Sachidananda and Zrnić (1999) . Because the notch filter removed half of the spectral coefficients, the recovered trip-1 power is 3 dB less, as is evident in Fig.  9 , and must be corrected to obtain accurate reflectivity measurements. Figure 10 shows the results of the same procedure used to generate Fig. 9 , but the first trip echoes were filtered and second trip spectrum was reconstructed. Because the first trip spectrum is relatively narrow, its eight spectra replicas are clearly evident in the upper trace. In the implementation of the SZ range dealiasing algorithm, the velocity associated with the stronger signal (e.g., 5 or more dB stronger than the weaker signal; spectrum width estimates require signals to be about 20 or more dB stronger) can be simply derived by autocovariance processing its cohered signal (i.e., without the von Hann weighting function and the small benefit of filtering the overlaid weaker echoes). Because powers of trip-1 and trip-2 echoes are nearly the same in this example, the filtering process can be illustrated on both the trip-1 and trip-2 echoes.
The figures in this sample result illustrate the capability of the SZ(8/64) code to identify and separate weather echoes from two trips using hardware components that are readily available. It should be noted, however, that substantially more signal processing is required than is possible with most weather radar signal processors in operation today.
b. Separation of spectral moments from a field of overlaid weather data
The field of overlaid echoes comes from the same weather event presented in the previous section. The SZ separation algorithm is applied to the entire field of data within a sector between azimuths 334Њ and 9Њ, a range from about 25 to 148 km, and at an elevation angle of 0.7Њ. Data recorder limitations prevented storing all data during the radar's full 360Њ of azimuth scan, and at all ranges from 0 to 150 km. Nevertheless, the window of recorded data is useful to gauge the performance of the phase-coding algorithm. The overlaid reflectivity from both trips, when the SZ separation algorithm is not used, is presented in Fig. 11 . This would be exactly the reflectivity field if reflectivity were calculated using data from the short PRT transmissions. The reflectivity field from long PRT transmissions is displayed in Fig. 7 . For the data presented in Fig. 11 , the unambiguous range is about 150 km and the second trip range extends to 300 km. Thus it is likely that the overlaid powers come from the first and second trip reflectivity fields. The reflectivity is not precisely calibrated, but is a scaled replica of the power field adjusted for the range-squared power loss, and set relative to an estimate of the receiver's noise power. The stringy lines of power at ranges from about 40 to 80 km are the range ambiguous reflectivity fields of the squall line in the trip-2 region. As expected, the first trip power field from fair weather regions is in many places much weaker than the power of echoes from the second trip squall line. Sachidananda et al. (1998) proposed two echo sep-
The reflectivity field of overlaid echoes for the storm situation depicted in Fig. 7 . This figure is scaled to match Fig. 12 to graphically illustrate the increase in area of coverage obtained when echoes from trips 1 and 2 are separated by the SZ-1 algorithm.
aration algorithms: SZ-1 and SZ-2. Both algorithms use the same data, but the SZ-1 algorithm, the one used in this work, estimates all three spectral moments from short PRT data. That is, the SZ-1 is a stand-alone algorithm that generates estimates of the weak and strong overlaid echo powers p w , p s , the spectrum widths w , s , and the mean Doppler velocities v w , v s from the short PRT data. The SZ-2 algorithm assumes that long PRT data is available (e.g., as in the WSR-88D) to estimate p w , p s .
Compare information displayed in Fig. 11 with the separated data in Fig. 12 (the white band in this figure that separates the two sections of data is caused by insufficient memory to store the full range of time series data). Figure 12 is from the same data as that used to construct Fig. 11 , but the signals were separated using the SZ-1 algorithm. The reflectivity structure in Fig. 12 should be compared with that in Fig. 7 , which was obtained at about the same time (20 s apart) and at about the same elevation angle (0.5Њ vs 0.7Њ), but using long PRT data for which the overlaid echo problem does not exist. For example, in the first trip reflectivity field (lower portion of Fig. 12 ) there is evidence of a small isolated storm at an azimuth about zero degrees and at a range of about 120 km; its presence is verified in the reflectivity field observed with long PRT using the WSR-88D processor (Fig. 7) .
Comparing the retrieved overlaid powers from the first and second trip regions, it is seen that the weaker field powers appear, for the most part, to be retrieved reliably. But there is evidence of bleed-through (where strong echoes from the squall line are not fully separated, and show up incorrectly in the trip-1 display). For example, examine the region at a range of 40 km on the extreme left side of the displayed first trip reflectivity field (Fig. 12) ; the enhanced reflectivity in this region appears to be residual power from the high reflectivity region of the squall line from a range of about 190 km. Bleed-through is observed because the broad spectrum width of the trip-2 echoes, coupled with strong trip-2 signal levels, reduces the separation capability of the algorithm.
The separated trip-1 and trip-2 velocity fields are displayed in Fig. 13 . The effects of bleed-through are also seen in this velocity display. For example, the light yellow radial streaks in the trip-1 region are locations where
FIG. 12. The reflectivity field after overlaid echoes are separated by the SZ algorithm. strong trip-2 echoes have somewhat biased the otherwise red or blue field in those areas of trip-1. These problems require further investigation to determine whether the algorithm is failing, or the parameters of the spectra fall outside the zone of recovery. Regions of bleed-through need to be identified and flagged before the SZ algorithm is suitable for operational use. Figure 14 shows the same velocity field as Fig. 13 , but the velocities associated with overlaid powers from first and second trip echos that are within 10 dB of one another are censored and displayed with a purple color. If one signal is more than 10 dB weaker, its velocity is censored, but the stronger signal's velocity is presented.
2
Note the large areas of velocities that would be censored but are recovered by the SZ-1 algorithm (cf. Figs. 13 and 14) . For example, the large area from the 25-100 km in the first trip shows all velocities are censored, except for a tiny area near 25 km and the small storm cell at 120 km. The SZ algorithm retrieves these censored first trip velocities.
2 In order to meet the NEXRAD velocity accuracy specifications for the WSR-88D, a 10-dB censoring threshold is required. However, presently a 5-dB threshold is used that causes a slight increase in errors of estimated velocities.
Quantitative analysis of the SZ-coding technique
This section presents results of validation tests using data from the squall line and clear air boundary layer shown in Fig. 7 . Velocity estimated when transmissions were uncoded are compared to those velocities estimated when the SZ-1 algorithm acted on coded data, which was collected 6 min earlier; at that time, the storm system was rapidly moving and evolving. Therefore focus is on the analysis of regions where the velocity field was relatively spatially uniform and stationary so that advection and evolution effects will not seriously damage the comparisons. Thus, the SZ-1 decoding algorithm was applied to overlaid echoes that came from regions of relatively uniform reflectivity and velocity in trip-1 clear air, and the trip-2 stratiform portion of the squall line.
A PPI area that contained 16 range locations along three beams (48 resolution volumes) was chosen for detailed analysis of individual spectra. The spectra studied came from regions with azimuths between 4Њ and 6Њ, trip-1 ranges between 30 and 35 km, and trip-2 ranges between 180 and 185 km. For these two regions, the trip-1 echoes were 5-20 dB stronger than echoes from the corresponding trip-2 region. Trip-2 echoes came from weak scatterers in the southeastern (leading) edge of the squall line.
Several features of the data made it suited for quantitative testing of the SZ(8/64) algorithm. The spectra for both trip-1 clear-air echoes, and trip-2 squall line echoes are of medium or narrow width, each spanning less than 1/4 of the unambiguous velocity interval, and are well separated in the unambiguous velocity interval so that ''eye-ball'' separation of the velocities is possible using spectra taken from an uncoded reference scan a few minutes later. Frush and Doviak (2001) give a striking example of the performance of the SZ phase-coding scheme in which it is impossible to separate, by eye, the overlaid spectra, and yet the SZ algorithm does separate the two spectra. Figure 15 shows examples of range adjacent spectra of typical returns from the chosen analysis region. These spectra are from the uncoded data and overlaid echoes are from the first and second trip regions. The time series used to make these spectra had a length of 128 samples, and thus there are 128 spectral coefficients in the frequency domain ranging from Ϫ64 to ϩ63. To convert to velocity the spectral coefficient index must be multiplied by 0.41.
Several spectral features consistently differ from the Gaussian ones used in the simulations. For example, data from gate 115 are representative of trip-1 returns from ''clear air'' (with the possibility of embedded insects, birds, or other moving point scatterers), plus any meteorological scatterers at the more distant location in trip 2. The clump of high spectral peaks on the right is from the clear-air return in trip 1. Note that it has peaks that exceed, by more than 10 dB, a subjectively fitted Gaussian curve through the data. If the signal had the amplitude statistics of a narrowband Gaussian process, the probability of any one of the spectral coefficients exceeding the mean by more than 10 dB for a sequence of this length would be near 1%.
Thus, some of these peaks are likely caused by point scatterers such as birds. A pulse-pair algorithm would assign a mean frequency that is very nearly the value of the highest peak in this spectrum. In estimating by eye the mean Doppler frequency associated with the first trip echoes, these anomalous peaks were ignored and a subjectively fitted smooth spectrum underlying the ob-FIG. 14. First and second trip velocity fields separated using an operational WSR-88D algorithm that is based on the first and second trip powers obtained from long PRT transmissions. The purple areas are velocities that are censored as unreliable because the decibel power ratio of the signals from the two trips is less than 10 dB, or the weaker signal is more than 10 dB less than the stronger one. served one, was deduced. This ''expert'' criterion generally ignored any peaks if the peak exceeded the adjacent spectral coefficients by more than 10 dB. Narrowband peaks as small as 5 dB located farther out on the wings of the spectrum were not included. After ''filtering'' the spectral contributions from the assumed moving point scatterers, an estimate of the mean frequency was made; for this particular spectrum, the mean Doppler frequency index, for the trip-1 echoes, is about ϩ38.
The trip-2 echoes came from scatterers at a range of about 180 km and they contribute to the relatively broad spectra on the left side in Fig. 15 . In most of the gates, the shapes of the trip-2 spectra are somewhat like a sawtooth, gradually increasing in amplitude up to about spectral coefficient Ϫ40. (There is considerable aliasing in these trip-2 spectra, and Ϫ40 represents a dealiased spectral coefficient of about ϩ88.) The left side of the peak drops steeply by 20-30 dB, in less than 10 spectral coefficients. Frequently, the dropoff is even more abrupt.
Because the coded data is taken several minutes earlier, it is necessary to account for storm motion. The weather features in trip-2 advected east-southeast about 6 km in the 6-min intervening period. Therefore, to match up the uncoded reference scan with the earlier coded scan, B-scan transparencies were made, and adjusted to align the maximum number of storm features. This offset was used to locate the starting gate and azimuth for the reference scan that would best match the data. Trip-1 data fields were very uniform and there was no need to make any adjustments to that data field.
Mean velocity of the scatterers were obtained (after spectral artifacts were removed from the overlaid echo spectra) by ''expert'' determination. This process was performed on 48 overlaid spectra from the uncoded scan in the 16 ϫ 3 analysis region. Trip-1 expertly determined mean velocities were obtained from the right side of the spectra, and mean velocities for the trip-2 data were obtained from the weaker spectra on the left. These expertly determined mean velocity estimates were compared with those expertly determined mean velocities obtained after coded data, taken 6 min earlier, were decoded to alternately retrieve the first and second trip spectra. The phase-coded data was from the trip-2 area that best matched the location of the same reflectivity features seen 6 min later. Mean Doppler velocity data for trip 1 was then expertly obtained from the corresponding spectrum, with decoding set for trip 1. This data was plotted in scattergrams ( Fig. 16 ) to assess the scatter in the estimates. Figure 16 shows these two scattergrams, produced from 96 measurements in 48 pairs. The y-axis values are expertly determined mean Doppler velocities from spectra separated with the SZ-1 decoding algorithm using a 1/4 PNF. The two scattergrams show the correlation in the expertly determined velocities of the trip-1 and trip-2 weather signals, when spectra were separated with the SZ decoding algorithm, compared to the velocity estimates obtained from the uncoded reference scan spectra. The velocity scales have units of spectral coefficient number, which range from 0 to 120. The original trip-2 data (spectra on left side of Fig. 15 ) was aliased, and is dealiased by adding 128 to the spectral indices. Thus, estimates of trip-2 mean Doppler appear around the spectral index 85.
For the data in Fig. 16 , values for both the vertical and horizontal axis were obtained by using the ''expert'' technique. That is, the SZ-1 algorithm was used to separate trip-1 and trip-2 spectra and the spectra were analyzed to estimate mean Doppler frequencies as was done for the uncoded data. Note that for the trip-2 data, there is slightly more than 1 m s Ϫ1 bias; the coded data taken earlier has a slightly greater positive radial velocity. The mean radial velocity determined from the SZ-1 decoded trip-2 measurement was about ϩ36.4 m s Ϫ1 , whereas the reference velocity measurements, from the uncoded data, had a mean value of ϩ35.1 m s Ϫ1 . Trip-1 velocity estimates have more scatter, but almost no bias. The std dev listed in Fig. 16 is expressed in spectral units and is the standard deviation of the points about their mean values also expressed in spectral units (to convert to velocity, the spectral units need to be multiplied by 0.41).
There are several causes that may be responsible for what is seen in Fig. 16 . The differences in the scattergrams might be due to the presence of moving point scatterers. Perhaps the effects of point scatterers, prevalent in the trip-1 data but not strong enough to exceed the expert removal threshold, cause a larger spread of velocities.
The data from the two analysis regions fall in a zone of expected good performance based on simulations. In Fig. 17 the locus of these data and several others from the same regions are placed on the SZ code performance plots of Sachidananda and Zrnić (1999) . Figure 17 , which provides the standard deviation, sd( w ), of the velocity estimate w for the weaker signal, is typical of the figures in that paper, which illustrate how the SZ algorithm is expected to perform with varying spectrum widths, and power ratios p s /p w . The simulated performance is for weaker signal spectrum widths w ϭ 2 m s Ϫ1 , a 3/4 PNF, and M ϭ 64; if a figure were available for M ϭ 128 (i.e., the number of samples used for each of the estimates plotted in Fig. 16 ), the sd( w ) values Sachidananda and Zrnić (1999) , but the cluster of crosses are the locations of data analyzed in this paper.
would be 30% lower than the 0-1 m s Ϫ1 range seen in this figure. The trip-2 velocities in Fig. 16 are associated with the weaker signal spectrum and have expertly determined sd( w ) ϭ 2.04 spectral lines, or about 0.8 m s Ϫ1 . The locations of the superimposed data are obtained from the spectra expertly analyzed for the regions described in this section. With a p s /p w ratio that ranges from about 5 to 20 dB, and spectrum widths s that are in the 2-5 m s Ϫ1 range, it is expected, from simulations, that sd( w ) for the processed data should be less than 1 m s Ϫ1 , close to that value (i.e., 0.8 m s Ϫ1 ) obtained. Note that the trip-2 data in the analysis region frequently had spectrum widths substantially less than 1 m s Ϫ1 . Thus the scattergrams show performance comparable with that calculated from simulations.
Conclusions and future studies
An analysis of time series data, from NOAA's Research and Development WSR-88D radar, which had its transmissions coded with the SZ(8/64) switching code, demonstrates that the SZ-1 echo separation algorithm works well and closely follows results based on simulations (Sachidananda and Zrnić 1999) . As expected, it is possible to significantly increase the area (by well over a factor of two) where the mean velocities of overlaid echoes can be separated. Still, in accord with theory, small regions remain where separation of overlaid echoes is not possible. These are caused by very large spectrum widths and/or excessive differences in power between first and second trip echoes.
In the case examined, there was a deleterious effect on velocity estimates caused by nonmeteorological scatterers in the scanned volume, especially at the lowest elevations. For weather echoes overlaid with other weather echoes, this problem will not exist. If the spectral artifacts associated with these moving point scatterers are removed, agreement of Doppler velocities estimated with phase coded and uncoded data considerably improves, showing less velocity bias and scatter. An unexpected result is that a narrower Processing Notch Filter (i.e., 1/4 vs a 3/4 PNF) worked better on the data where point scatterers were not present. The SZ separation algorithm can help radar meteorologists to obtain important velocity information in the presence of multiple trip echoes. For the cases reported in this paper, nearly an order of magnitude increase in the number of recoverable velocity data was possible.
Future work should include development of methods to identify and censor data for which the separation algorithm fails. The worst individual cases of poor separation seem to occur if there are multiple strong moving point scatterers, whose spectra are far removed from that of the weather spectra in the same trip. In these situations, the processing notch filter sometimes gets centered on the moving point scatterer, instead of the desired echo. This was a problem here because there was a large region (i.e., out to 120 km) where echoes from point scatterers were contaminating the weather spectra. But this case does illustrate some of the practical problems, and points to the need to analyze more real data to better evaluate the performance of the SZ code in a variety of real weather events. Finally, investigation into the use of an adaptive PNF with widths based on the estimated spectrum width of the stronger signal could result in even better estimates of the spectral moments, especially in cases where the weaker signal spectrum is relatively broad [i.e., exceeding (n/ M)2 a ].
